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		Free delivery on all orders over £70
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		10+ YEARS OF EXPERIENCE Since 2009
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Give your sim racing experience a new level of immersion on the racetrack.  Upgrade your Classic Wheel Stand to a full functional cockpit with the Classic Rear Seat Frame.  It is fully compatible with our range of comfortable , and it supports most aftermarket seats. It is easy to build and attach to the Classic wheel stand, so you can be race ready in minutes with an ergonomic setup!

The frame is fabricated with heavy duty steel and finished with a sleek black powder coating to give it the quality you expect from GT Omega. Once installed your Classic Wheel Stand is essentially one of our ART Cockpits.
 
 *Please note that our V1 Gear Shifter Mount is incompatible with the Rear Seat Frame
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Give your sim racing experience a new level of immersion on the racetrack.  Upgrade your Classic Wheel Stand to a full functional cockpit with the Classic Rear Seat Frame.  It is fully compatible with our range of comfortable , and it supports most aftermarket seats. It is easy to build and attach to the Classic wheel stand, so you can be race ready in minutes with an ergonomic setup!

The frame is fabricated with heavy duty steel and finished with a sleek black powder coating to give it the quality you expect from GT Omega. Once installed your Classic Wheel Stand is essentially one of our ART Cockpits.
 
 *Please note that our V1 Gear Shifter Mount is incompatible with the Rear Seat Frame
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Give your sim racing experience a new level of immersion on the racetrack.  Upgrade your Classic Wheel Stand to a full functional cockpit with the Classic Rear Seat Frame.  It is fully compatible with our range of comfortable , and it supports most aftermarket seats. It is easy to build and attach to the Classic wheel stand, so you can be race ready in minutes with an ergonomic setup!

The frame is fabricated with heavy duty steel and finished with a sleek black powder coating to give it the quality you expect from GT Omega. Once installed your Classic Wheel Stand is essentially one of our ART Cockpits.
 
 *Please note that our V1 Gear Shifter Mount is incompatible with the Rear Seat Frame
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Give your sim racing experience a new level of immersion on the racetrack.  Upgrade your Classic Wheel Stand to a full functional cockpit with the Classic Rear Seat Frame.  It is fully compatible with our range of comfortable , and it supports most aftermarket seats. It is easy to build and attach to the Classic wheel stand, so you can be race ready in minutes with an ergonomic setup!

The frame is fabricated with heavy duty steel and finished with a sleek black powder coating to give it the quality you expect from GT Omega. Once installed your Classic Wheel Stand is essentially one of our ART Cockpits.
 
 *Please note that our V1 Gear Shifter Mount is incompatible with the Rear Seat Frame
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Give your sim racing experience a new level of immersion on the racetrack.  Upgrade your Classic Wheel Stand to a full functional cockpit with the Classic Rear Seat Frame.  It is fully compatible with our range of comfortable , and it supports most aftermarket seats. It is easy to build and attach to the Classic wheel stand, so you can be race ready in minutes with an ergonomic setup!

The frame is fabricated with heavy duty steel and finished with a sleek black powder coating to give it the quality you expect from GT Omega. Once installed your Classic Wheel Stand is essentially one of our ART Cockpits.
 
 *Please note that our V1 Gear Shifter Mount is incompatible with the Rear Seat Frame
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Give your sim racing experience a new level of immersion on the racetrack.  Upgrade your Classic Wheel Stand to a full functional cockpit with the Classic Rear Seat Frame.  It is fully compatible with our range of comfortable , and it supports most aftermarket seats. It is easy to build and attach to the Classic wheel stand, so you can be race ready in minutes with an ergonomic setup!

The frame is fabricated with heavy duty steel and finished with a sleek black powder coating to give it the quality you expect from GT Omega. Once installed your Classic Wheel Stand is essentially one of our ART Cockpits.
 
 *Please note that our V1 Gear Shifter Mount is incompatible with the Rear Seat Frame
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Give your sim racing experience a new level of immersion on the racetrack.  Upgrade your Classic Wheel Stand to a full functional cockpit with the Classic Rear Seat Frame.  It is fully compatible with our range of comfortable , and it supports most aftermarket seats. It is easy to build and attach to the Classic wheel stand, so you can be race ready in minutes with an ergonomic setup!

The frame is fabricated with heavy duty steel and finished with a sleek black powder coating to give it the quality you expect from GT Omega. Once installed your Classic Wheel Stand is essentially one of our ART Cockpits.
 
 *Please note that our V1 Gear Shifter Mount is incompatible with the Rear Seat Frame
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Give your sim racing experience a new level of immersion on the racetrack.  Upgrade your Classic Wheel Stand to a full functional cockpit with the Classic Rear Seat Frame.  It is fully compatible with our range of comfortable , and it supports most aftermarket seats. It is easy to build and attach to the Classic wheel stand, so you can be race ready in minutes with an ergonomic setup!

The frame is fabricated with heavy duty steel and finished with a sleek black powder coating to give it the quality you expect from GT Omega. Once installed your Classic Wheel Stand is essentially one of our ART Cockpits.
 
 *Please note that our V1 Gear Shifter Mount is incompatible with the Rear Seat Frame
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                    Portable Monitor Stand
      
                    +£79.95

                    The perfect addition to your GT Omega Cockpit or Wheel Stand, this monitor stand allows ergonomic positioning of monitors from 22” to 52” in size. It offers a practical and convenient monitor position to suit any location with movable and lockable caster wheels to enable the stand to be easily moved.

With a portable wheel stand and a portable monitor stand, this adds flexibility to your sim racing experience as you can easily change the location.
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                    Simulator Monitor Stand SINGLE
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Get closer to the race than ever before and complete your simulation racing setup with the GT Omega Simulator Monitor Stand.


While sim racing it is vital to have your computer monitor or TV set at eye level. Our fully adjustable stand gives you complete control over the height of your screens. This makes it easy to find the perfect screen setup regardless of your seating position.


A key benefit of using a free standing monitor stand rather than an integrated mount is that they avoid vibrations which come from steering wheel and pedal inputs. These can be particularly noticeable if you are using a direct drive wheel base.


This high quality sim racing monitor stand is fully upgradable so you can experience triple monitor stand sim racing. This can even be used as part of a triple curved monitor setup.


If you're looking for the ultimate, immersive sim racing experience you can even add a fourth screen for an incredible quadruple screen setup. More robust than an 8020 monitor stand, our heavy duty 160x40 aluminium frame is as sturdy as they come. This is the last sim monitor stand you will ever need.





Get closer to the race than ever before and complete your simulation racing setup with the GT Omega Triple Monitor Stand. This high quality sim racing monitor stand can comfortably hold three monitors on adjustable arms and be used as part of a triple curved monitor setup. It's not hard to see why this is the best triple monitor stand we have made yet. A key benefit of using a free standing monitor stand rather than an integrated mount is that they avoid vibrations which come from steering wheel and pedal inputs. These can be particularly noticeable if you are using a direct drive wheel base.


While sim racing it is vital to have your monitors or TV set at eye level. Our fully adjustable stand gives you complete control over the height and angle of your screens. This makes it easy to find the perfect screen setup regardless of your seating position. More robust than an 8020 monitor stand, our heavy duty 160x40 aluminium frame is as sturdy as they come., This is the last sim monitor stand you will ever need.


If you're looking for the ultimate, immersive sim racing experience you can upgrade and add a fourth screen for an incredible quadruple screen setup with 4 monitors.





Enjoy the ultimate sim racing experience with the GT Omega Quad Monitor Stand. The best quad monitor setup available.


This high quality sim racing monitor stand can comfortably hold 4 monitors on adjustable arms and be used as part of a triple curved monitor setup. It's not hard to see why this is the best quad monitor stand we have made yet.


While sim racing it is vital to have your monitors or TV set at eye level. Our fully adjustable stand gives you complete control over the height and angle of your screens. This makes it easy to find the perfect screen setup regardless of your seating position.


A key benefit of using a free standing monitor stand rather than an integrated mount is that they avoid vibrations which come from steering wheel and pedal inputs. These can be particularly noticeable if you are using a direct drive wheel base.


More robust than an 8020 monitor stand, our heavy duty 160x40 aluminium frame is as sturdy as they come. This is the last sim monitor stand you will ever need.
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Get closer to the race than ever before and complete your simulation racing setup with the GT Omega Simulator Monitor Stand.


While sim racing it is vital to have your computer monitor or TV set at eye level. Our fully adjustable stand gives you complete control over the height of your screens. This makes it easy to find the perfect screen setup regardless of your seating position.


A key benefit of using a free standing monitor stand rather than an integrated mount is that they avoid vibrations which come from steering wheel and pedal inputs. These can be particularly noticeable if you are using a direct drive wheel base.


This high quality sim racing monitor stand is fully upgradable so you can experience triple monitor stand sim racing. This can even be used as part of a triple curved monitor setup.


If you're looking for the ultimate, immersive sim racing experience you can even add a fourth screen for an incredible quadruple screen setup. More robust than an 8020 monitor stand, our heavy duty 160x40 aluminium frame is as sturdy as they come. This is the last sim monitor stand you will ever need.





Get closer to the race than ever before and complete your simulation racing setup with the GT Omega Triple Monitor Stand. This high quality sim racing monitor stand can comfortably hold three monitors on adjustable arms and be used as part of a triple curved monitor setup. It's not hard to see why this is the best triple monitor stand we have made yet. A key benefit of using a free standing monitor stand rather than an integrated mount is that they avoid vibrations which come from steering wheel and pedal inputs. These can be particularly noticeable if you are using a direct drive wheel base.


While sim racing it is vital to have your monitors or TV set at eye level. Our fully adjustable stand gives you complete control over the height and angle of your screens. This makes it easy to find the perfect screen setup regardless of your seating position. More robust than an 8020 monitor stand, our heavy duty 160x40 aluminium frame is as sturdy as they come., This is the last sim monitor stand you will ever need.


If you're looking for the ultimate, immersive sim racing experience you can upgrade and add a fourth screen for an incredible quadruple screen setup with 4 monitors.





Enjoy the ultimate sim racing experience with the GT Omega Quad Monitor Stand. The best quad monitor setup available.


This high quality sim racing monitor stand can comfortably hold 4 monitors on adjustable arms and be used as part of a triple curved monitor setup. It's not hard to see why this is the best quad monitor stand we have made yet.


While sim racing it is vital to have your monitors or TV set at eye level. Our fully adjustable stand gives you complete control over the height and angle of your screens. This makes it easy to find the perfect screen setup regardless of your seating position.


A key benefit of using a free standing monitor stand rather than an integrated mount is that they avoid vibrations which come from steering wheel and pedal inputs. These can be particularly noticeable if you are using a direct drive wheel base.


More robust than an 8020 monitor stand, our heavy duty 160x40 aluminium frame is as sturdy as they come. This is the last sim monitor stand you will ever need.
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Get closer to the race than ever before and complete your simulation racing setup with the GT Omega Simulator Monitor Stand.


While sim racing it is vital to have your computer monitor or TV set at eye level. Our fully adjustable stand gives you complete control over the height of your screens. This makes it easy to find the perfect screen setup regardless of your seating position.


A key benefit of using a free standing monitor stand rather than an integrated mount is that they avoid vibrations which come from steering wheel and pedal inputs. These can be particularly noticeable if you are using a direct drive wheel base.


This high quality sim racing monitor stand is fully upgradable so you can experience triple monitor stand sim racing. This can even be used as part of a triple curved monitor setup.


If you're looking for the ultimate, immersive sim racing experience you can even add a fourth screen for an incredible quadruple screen setup. More robust than an 8020 monitor stand, our heavy duty 160x40 aluminium frame is as sturdy as they come. This is the last sim monitor stand you will ever need.





Get closer to the race than ever before and complete your simulation racing setup with the GT Omega Triple Monitor Stand. This high quality sim racing monitor stand can comfortably hold three monitors on adjustable arms and be used as part of a triple curved monitor setup. It's not hard to see why this is the best triple monitor stand we have made yet. A key benefit of using a free standing monitor stand rather than an integrated mount is that they avoid vibrations which come from steering wheel and pedal inputs. These can be particularly noticeable if you are using a direct drive wheel base.


While sim racing it is vital to have your monitors or TV set at eye level. Our fully adjustable stand gives you complete control over the height and angle of your screens. This makes it easy to find the perfect screen setup regardless of your seating position. More robust than an 8020 monitor stand, our heavy duty 160x40 aluminium frame is as sturdy as they come., This is the last sim monitor stand you will ever need.


If you're looking for the ultimate, immersive sim racing experience you can upgrade and add a fourth screen for an incredible quadruple screen setup with 4 monitors.





Enjoy the ultimate sim racing experience with the GT Omega Quad Monitor Stand. The best quad monitor setup available.


This high quality sim racing monitor stand can comfortably hold 4 monitors on adjustable arms and be used as part of a triple curved monitor setup. It's not hard to see why this is the best quad monitor stand we have made yet.


While sim racing it is vital to have your monitors or TV set at eye level. Our fully adjustable stand gives you complete control over the height and angle of your screens. This makes it easy to find the perfect screen setup regardless of your seating position.


A key benefit of using a free standing monitor stand rather than an integrated mount is that they avoid vibrations which come from steering wheel and pedal inputs. These can be particularly noticeable if you are using a direct drive wheel base.


More robust than an 8020 monitor stand, our heavy duty 160x40 aluminium frame is as sturdy as they come. This is the last sim monitor stand you will ever need.
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                    Our locking Caster Wheels are the perfect solution for moving your equipment. Fully compatible with several our products including the Art cockpit, Classic Wheel Stand, Apex Wheel Stand and more! Don’t struggle trying to carry your rig, with this set of 8 lockable caster wheels, one person can easily move it.  These Caster Wheels also work smoothly when partnered with the Simulator Floor Mat.

Once in place, the locking wheels ensure that your cockpit doesn’t move even during intense gaming.
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Our Classic V1 Gear Shifter Mount has been tried and tested by thousands of users, and it’s loved for all the right reasons.

It’s designed to be mountable on both left and right hand side so it can be used by all users. The mounting plate is also pre-drilled so that it can mount a lot of the most popular gear shifters on the gaming market today.
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                    The GT Omega Servo Motor mount is a great solution for mounting your wheel base to our steering wheel stands and sim racing cockpits.

This Servo mounting bracket allows for additional angle adjustment as well as offering greater stability for your wheel base.

The GT Omega Servo Mount is compatible with:

	SimuCube 2 (Sport, Pro, Ultimate)
	Mige 130ST (Original small and large OSW MiGe)
	Bodnar Sim Steering System
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                    Breathe new life into your Classic Wheel Stand with our new support bars. A simple upgrade which kicks the performance of our classic design to a whole new level.

Reduce any wobbling or shaking while you’re racing and stabilise your CLASSIC wheel stand with these easy to install support bars.

The support bars redistribute the weight and torque more evenly across your Classic Wheel Stand, reducing flex and providing a more consistent and rewarding racing experience. This upgrade also enhances the overall durability of your stand, increasing the lifespan of your equipment.

Please note that with these support bars attached the Classic Wheel Stand cannot fold away for storage.
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                    Attach any major pedal sets to your pedal plate with the new GT Omega Pedal Plate Adapter. This provides more strength and stability due to the strong material the adapter is made from as well as more mounting options than ever before.

The Pedal Plate gives you added strength and reduces flex, even when you’re using more high-end pedal sets.

There are various hole points drilled into the adapter meaning that you can be sure that the adapter will attach to your existing GT Omega pedal plate and be compatible with the pedal set you choose to use.
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                    With far more mounting positions than the standard gear shifter mounts, the XL Gear Shifter Mount gives you control where you need it.

Left and right side mounting combined with angled mounting options make this practical accessory a real quality of life update for your Classic or Apex Steering Wheel Stand.
- This product does not include the mounting plate for gear shifters. These come with GT omega wheel stands and can be purchased separately. View Wheel Stand Gear Shifter Mount
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                    Upgrade your pedal plate and get greater support with our Fanatec CSL Pedal Adapter. The adapter provides you with additional pedal plate strength and improves your overall racing experience.

Compatible with:
CSL Elite Pedals LC
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                    The GT Omega Keyboard and Mouse tray lets you get more out of your setup. The keyboard tray provides an ergonomic typing position while racing.

An easy addition to your Wheel Stand or Cockpit, the keyboard and mouse trays are adjustable and durable. We know how much of a pain it can be to get up and down between races so why leave at all? The dependable, non-slip rubber coating ensures that your keyboard and mouse will stay firmly planted while you play even with all the shaking that comes during a race. 
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                    Complete your gaming set up with style, the GT Omega Simulator Cockpit Floor Mat is designed to fit all our simulator cockpits perfectly, providing a slip and vibration free surface for your cockpit. With our embroidered GT Omega logo and easy storage once rolled up, this is the perfect finish to any gaming room.
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Get closer to the race than ever before and complete your simulation racing setup with the GT Omega Simulator Monitor Stand.


While sim racing it is vital to have your computer monitor or TV set at eye level. Our fully adjustable stand gives you complete control over the height of your screens. This makes it easy to find the perfect screen setup regardless of your seating position.


A key benefit of using a free standing monitor stand rather than an integrated mount is that they avoid vibrations which come from steering wheel and pedal inputs. These can be particularly noticeable if you are using a direct drive wheel base.


This high quality sim racing monitor stand is fully upgradable so you can experience triple monitor stand sim racing. This can even be used as part of a triple curved monitor setup.


If you're looking for the ultimate, immersive sim racing experience you can even add a fourth screen for an incredible quadruple screen setup. More robust than an 8020 monitor stand, our heavy duty 160x40 aluminium frame is as sturdy as they come. This is the last sim monitor stand you will ever need.





Get closer to the race than ever before and complete your simulation racing setup with the GT Omega Triple Monitor Stand. This high quality sim racing monitor stand can comfortably hold three monitors on adjustable arms and be used as part of a triple curved monitor setup. It's not hard to see why this is the best triple monitor stand we have made yet. A key benefit of using a free standing monitor stand rather than an integrated mount is that they avoid vibrations which come from steering wheel and pedal inputs. These can be particularly noticeable if you are using a direct drive wheel base.


While sim racing it is vital to have your monitors or TV set at eye level. Our fully adjustable stand gives you complete control over the height and angle of your screens. This makes it easy to find the perfect screen setup regardless of your seating position. More robust than an 8020 monitor stand, our heavy duty 160x40 aluminium frame is as sturdy as they come., This is the last sim monitor stand you will ever need.


If you're looking for the ultimate, immersive sim racing experience you can upgrade and add a fourth screen for an incredible quadruple screen setup with 4 monitors.





Enjoy the ultimate sim racing experience with the GT Omega Quad Monitor Stand. The best quad monitor setup available.


This high quality sim racing monitor stand can comfortably hold 4 monitors on adjustable arms and be used as part of a triple curved monitor setup. It's not hard to see why this is the best quad monitor stand we have made yet.


While sim racing it is vital to have your monitors or TV set at eye level. Our fully adjustable stand gives you complete control over the height and angle of your screens. This makes it easy to find the perfect screen setup regardless of your seating position.


A key benefit of using a free standing monitor stand rather than an integrated mount is that they avoid vibrations which come from steering wheel and pedal inputs. These can be particularly noticeable if you are using a direct drive wheel base.


More robust than an 8020 monitor stand, our heavy duty 160x40 aluminium frame is as sturdy as they come. This is the last sim monitor stand you will ever need.
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Get closer to the race than ever before and complete your simulation racing setup with the GT Omega Simulator Monitor Stand.


While sim racing it is vital to have your computer monitor or TV set at eye level. Our fully adjustable stand gives you complete control over the height of your screens. This makes it easy to find the perfect screen setup regardless of your seating position.


A key benefit of using a free standing monitor stand rather than an integrated mount is that they avoid vibrations which come from steering wheel and pedal inputs. These can be particularly noticeable if you are using a direct drive wheel base.


This high quality sim racing monitor stand is fully upgradable so you can experience triple monitor stand sim racing. This can even be used as part of a triple curved monitor setup.


If you're looking for the ultimate, immersive sim racing experience you can even add a fourth screen for an incredible quadruple screen setup. More robust than an 8020 monitor stand, our heavy duty 160x40 aluminium frame is as sturdy as they come. This is the last sim monitor stand you will ever need.





Get closer to the race than ever before and complete your simulation racing setup with the GT Omega Triple Monitor Stand. This high quality sim racing monitor stand can comfortably hold three monitors on adjustable arms and be used as part of a triple curved monitor setup. It's not hard to see why this is the best triple monitor stand we have made yet. A key benefit of using a free standing monitor stand rather than an integrated mount is that they avoid vibrations which come from steering wheel and pedal inputs. These can be particularly noticeable if you are using a direct drive wheel base.


While sim racing it is vital to have your monitors or TV set at eye level. Our fully adjustable stand gives you complete control over the height and angle of your screens. This makes it easy to find the perfect screen setup regardless of your seating position. More robust than an 8020 monitor stand, our heavy duty 160x40 aluminium frame is as sturdy as they come., This is the last sim monitor stand you will ever need.


If you're looking for the ultimate, immersive sim racing experience you can upgrade and add a fourth screen for an incredible quadruple screen setup with 4 monitors.





Enjoy the ultimate sim racing experience with the GT Omega Quad Monitor Stand. The best quad monitor setup available.


This high quality sim racing monitor stand can comfortably hold 4 monitors on adjustable arms and be used as part of a triple curved monitor setup. It's not hard to see why this is the best quad monitor stand we have made yet.


While sim racing it is vital to have your monitors or TV set at eye level. Our fully adjustable stand gives you complete control over the height and angle of your screens. This makes it easy to find the perfect screen setup regardless of your seating position.


A key benefit of using a free standing monitor stand rather than an integrated mount is that they avoid vibrations which come from steering wheel and pedal inputs. These can be particularly noticeable if you are using a direct drive wheel base.


More robust than an 8020 monitor stand, our heavy duty 160x40 aluminium frame is as sturdy as they come. This is the last sim monitor stand you will ever need.
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Get closer to the race than ever before and complete your simulation racing setup with the GT Omega Simulator Monitor Stand.


While sim racing it is vital to have your computer monitor or TV set at eye level. Our fully adjustable stand gives you complete control over the height of your screens. This makes it easy to find the perfect screen setup regardless of your seating position.


A key benefit of using a free standing monitor stand rather than an integrated mount is that they avoid vibrations which come from steering wheel and pedal inputs. These can be particularly noticeable if you are using a direct drive wheel base.


This high quality sim racing monitor stand is fully upgradable so you can experience triple monitor stand sim racing. This can even be used as part of a triple curved monitor setup.


If you're looking for the ultimate, immersive sim racing experience you can even add a fourth screen for an incredible quadruple screen setup. More robust than an 8020 monitor stand, our heavy duty 160x40 aluminium frame is as sturdy as they come. This is the last sim monitor stand you will ever need.





Get closer to the race than ever before and complete your simulation racing setup with the GT Omega Triple Monitor Stand. This high quality sim racing monitor stand can comfortably hold three monitors on adjustable arms and be used as part of a triple curved monitor setup. It's not hard to see why this is the best triple monitor stand we have made yet. A key benefit of using a free standing monitor stand rather than an integrated mount is that they avoid vibrations which come from steering wheel and pedal inputs. These can be particularly noticeable if you are using a direct drive wheel base.


While sim racing it is vital to have your monitors or TV set at eye level. Our fully adjustable stand gives you complete control over the height and angle of your screens. This makes it easy to find the perfect screen setup regardless of your seating position. More robust than an 8020 monitor stand, our heavy duty 160x40 aluminium frame is as sturdy as they come., This is the last sim monitor stand you will ever need.


If you're looking for the ultimate, immersive sim racing experience you can upgrade and add a fourth screen for an incredible quadruple screen setup with 4 monitors.





Enjoy the ultimate sim racing experience with the GT Omega Quad Monitor Stand. The best quad monitor setup available.


This high quality sim racing monitor stand can comfortably hold 4 monitors on adjustable arms and be used as part of a triple curved monitor setup. It's not hard to see why this is the best quad monitor stand we have made yet.


While sim racing it is vital to have your monitors or TV set at eye level. Our fully adjustable stand gives you complete control over the height and angle of your screens. This makes it easy to find the perfect screen setup regardless of your seating position.


A key benefit of using a free standing monitor stand rather than an integrated mount is that they avoid vibrations which come from steering wheel and pedal inputs. These can be particularly noticeable if you are using a direct drive wheel base.


More robust than an 8020 monitor stand, our heavy duty 160x40 aluminium frame is as sturdy as they come. This is the last sim monitor stand you will ever need.
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                    Sometimes paddle shifters just don’t cut it, and you want a real shifter to improve your sim experience. Don’t worry, we’ve got you covered.

This Gear Shifter Mount for GT Omega Wheel Stands is designed to allow it to attach to both the left- and right-hand side to match your preference and deliver a truly immersive sim racing experience.

The mounting plate is also pre-drilled so that it can mount the most popular gear shifters on the market today.
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With over a decade of fine-tuning and upgrades, the GT Omega Classic Steering Wheel Stand has earned and secured its reputation as the most reliable entry level sim racing wheel stand available today.

Practical and portable, the Classic Wheel Stand can be quickly folded for storage when not in use without having to remove any mounted equipment! This makes it easy to slide under a bed or in a cupboard until it’s time to get back on the track.

Engineered with a focus on durability and versatility, this steering wheel stand delivers a realistic and immersive sim racing experience at a budget-friendly price. Featuring numerous adjustability options and a wide selection of accessories and upgrades, the Classic steering wheel stand lets you customise your racing experience and unlock your racing potential.

Unlike knock-off brands, the GT Omega Classic Wheel Stand comes packed with accessories to use out of the box. Our all-in-one entry level wheel stand includes:

Gear Shifter Mount V1
 Wheel Stand Gear Shifter Mount
 Classic Chair Link


 As well as being a terrific standalone sim racing solution, the Classic Wheel Stand can be upgraded with the Classic Rear Seat Frame to bring give you what is functionally a GT Omega ART Cockpit.

Read more...
          
        
      
       
     
           Key Features
            
  


          
          
            
               	Premium steel framework
	Multi-Adjustable frame
	Easy to fold and store in seconds
	Ready to race package with 2 gear shifter mounts and Classic Chair Link
	Upgradable to a full GT Omega Cockpit with the Classic Rear Seat Frame
	Compatible with most major wheels and pedals. Pre-Drilled for MOZA, Logitech Thrustmaster and Fanatec equipment. See compatibility guide at the foot of the page for more information on what is supported.



            

          
 
     
       
       
           Recommended Upgrades
            
  


          
          
            
               	XL Gear Shifter Mount  
	CLASSIC Wheel Stand Support Bars  
	Fanatec CSL Pedal Adapter 
	Pedal Plate Adapter  
	Wheel Stand Chair Link 
	Servo Bracket
	Classic Rear Seat Frame  (Allows you to attach any of our premium racing seats - RS6, RS9, XL RS, RS12) 
	Keyboard and Mouse Tray 
	Portable Monitor Stand
	See More Classic Accessories 
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Classic Wheel Stand















 
  
 

  
        
      



[image: ]Classic design for the modern racer.
Take the best first step in sim racing.


















Foldable and Lightweight
The lightweight stand coupled with the folding feature make The Classic steering wheel stand the perfect solution for people who have limited space but need a reliable wheel stand. It’s Quick and easy to fold and store without having to remove any of your equipment.





Adjustment Options
This classically designed wheel stand brings all the adjustable features you would expect. From the pedal plate to the wheel deck, you can enjoy a range of adjustable positioning options help you fine-tune your sim racing environment to your own requirements.











Gear Shifter Mounts Included
The Classic Wheel Stand is packaged with both the [GSV1] and [GSV2] gear shifter mounts. Both gear shifters can be mounted on the left and right sides and offer different positions to suit your preferredshifter position.





A Complete Sim Racing Package
The Classic Steering Wheel Stand is a stable foundation for building and developing your sim racing set up. Enjoy a more stable set up using the [Classic Chair Link] and, when you’re ready, to kick things up a gear you can upgrade your Classic stand to what is effectively an [ART Cockpit] with the [Classic Rear Seat Frame].








Customer Reviews
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    Pay 3 instalments

    Pay in 3 interest-free instalments so you can spread the cost.
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